INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM'S SINISTER PLAN FOR CUBA

(Report based on various data received from diplomatic sources and
clandestine Cuban agents. These plans are announced by Major Pedro
Diaz-Lanz, 120 SW 71st Avenue, Miami 44, Florida, who was the first
man to publicly denounce Castro and sent in his resignation as Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Cuban Air Force under Castro. July 11, 1959,
he testified before the Internal Security Sub-committee and reported
the Castro-communist linkage and also the communist-influenced and
directed uprisings all over Latin America.)

1. In its eagerness to keep Cuba as a strategic base without provoking a con-
frontation with the United States as a consequence of the electoral pressures, the
Soviet Union has been "negotiating" the supposedly withdrawal of Russian troops and
the transformation of the present Cuban regime on the basis of a political amnesty
and the substitution of the most conspicuous communists by selected individuals who
will appear to be radical leftists and even moderates.

2. This apparent negotiable solution of the Cuban crisis is, in reality, a
stratagem on the part of the Soviet Union to cause the complete collapse of the re-
sistance both within and outside of Cuba, to succeed in obtaining recognition from
the U.S.A., as well as its economic backing for a Cuban regime with certain apparent
nationalistic and democratic aspects, although essentially communist.

3. Though it is possible that Russia, due to tactical reasons, will begin to
make appear the withdrawal of their soldiers from Cuba, it seems that total evac-
uation of the troops and technicians of the Communist Bloc will not be spontaneous.
The Soviet Union's interest in Cuba from a subversive point of view is greater day
by day; that is precisely why the Russians continue to construct and perfect to
the utmost details expensive military installations on the Island, including the
strategic missile bases - with subterranean caverns - electronic devices and sub-
marine bases.

4. With respect to the so-called transformation of the Cuban regime, the
fraud is far more useful. The individuals selected for the transition period will
be disguised communist agents. Marxist ideologists or men with unproportionable
ambition for power, which converts them into ductile elements to be used by
International Communism.

5. The outlined plan will be a crude maneuver that will be preceded by some
belligerent acts, such as commando operations, infiltration, sabotage and guerrilla
warfare, which are supposed to culminate in a faked uprising or military coup d'etat
although secretly directed and controlled by Communists and their disguised hench-
men, with the apparent purpose of avoiding a collision between the Soviet Union
on the one hand and the U.S.A. and Caribbean republics on the other. It is even
possible that in the final stage of this planned warfare, the United Nations or
the Organization of American States (O.A.S.) will offer their good offices to
sponsor the constitution and recognition of a government or junta which would, of
course, not appear to be communist but would mainly be integrated by the above
mentioned selected individuals previously accepted by the Soviet Union.

6. If this junta is finally constituted (which would be labeled as "leftist"
or "independent"), it would propitiate the withdrawal of the Russian troops and be
in a position to present to the American voters in next year's presidential elec-
tions - and to the world at large - an apparent semi-pacific solution of the Cuban
problem. Only after the elections were over would the truth emerge and the tragic
reality would be: Consolidation of a Cuban-Communist regime, subtler and more
concealed than the present one, but nevertheless much more dangerous.
7. This sinister plan (which Russia offers as a Russian-North American agreement, disguising its true intention) was discussed with Donovan in Cuba as well as with Mr. Harriman during the latter's secret interview with Castro near Murmansk. The Secretary-General of the United Nations and other Latin American leaders, members of the so-called "leftist democracy", have complete knowledge of the general terms of the negotiation. Also by Herbert Mathews of the New York Times.

8. The different stages of the above referred plan may be subjected to variations in accordance with arising circumstances. Apparently up to the present time there has been no substantial change. Furthermore, the "exiled" Cubans selected for the transition period (together with others who are acting in good faith) are preparing to infiltrate themselves into Cuba during the forthcoming months in order to participate in the phantom uprising or coup d'etat which will overthrow Castro and some of his most notorious collaborators, thus opening the way for the group held in reserve by International Communism.

9. It is absolutely necessary to avoid the consummation of this sinister plan which contemplates a change of individuals but not of the present system. We should not limit ourselves to confide in a violent reaction of the Cuban people when they come face to face with the Soviet fraud, as if this occurs it is possible that exhaustion and discouragement may provoke the collapse of the counter-revolutionaries within Cuba, and the wave of pacifism that pervades the United States today could determine that they - the counter-revolutionaries - accept it as a fait accompli.

10. Now is the time to awaken and vigorously react. We must alert the public opinion of the Americas and caution those who believe, in good faith, in the "negotiable solution" and those who are unconsciously serving as accomplices of this Communist deceit. Let us not be enveloped by defeatism. Knowledge of the secret plans of the enemy is a step towards victory.

11. The names of the leaders of this operation are: MANUEL RAY (JURE), ARTURO HUESA (MRR and former leader of invasion of the Bay of Pigs), ELOY GUTIERREZ MENOYO (2nd Front of Escambray and Alpha 66), RAFAEL SARDINAS (former President of the Association of Sugar Farmers), JULIO GARCEFA (former President of Supreme Court in Cuba). Also, in jail in Cuba is HUBERT NATUS who has a communist background and may appear as a member of this fake anti-Communist movement.

The present action going on in Cuba and the statements of the above mentioned leaders would indicate that the "Judas Operation" is already in execution.